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GROUP 1

THE RECORD PRESSERS
Gabi Olsen
Halle Potoczak
Maddie Baskin
Jackie Switzer
Our mission is to revitalize and restore the
King Records legacy through commerce and
community collaboration. We strive to create
a coheasive environment between music
education and promotion of the musical arts to
further captivate the community.
The initial intention for this project was to
create a space for the community that also
recognized the influence King Records had on
the history of music. We started by looking at
the core aspects of King Records in its prime
days and took the idea of in-house recording
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pressing to create a revenue generating facility
along side other community focused spaces
such as after school music education programs
and rentable venue spaces. Consequently
our design is made to bring the community
together through collaborative spaces, and
promote King’s legacy.
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FLOORPLANS AND DIAGRAMS

RENDERINGS

DESCRIPTION

To successfully engage the
community with this space, we
focused on creating multipurpose
spaces that can create extra
revenue for the community along
side facilitating after-school
programs for students and
promoting local artists.By putting
an education and roduction
emphasis on the process of record
pressing, we hope to bring back
this evolutionary practice in music
history.
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SECTIONS AND ELEVATIONS

EXTERIOR ELEVATIONS

A

B

DESCRIPTION

C

Our facade is simple, recognizable and eyecatching. We maintained the major elements
of the original King Records facade being that
the South facade is the most paramounted,
marketed component of the building. While
designing the billboard graphics, we kept in
mind that it would need to be easily seen from
I-71. In addition, the glowing extrusion of
glazing from the record pressing area creates
a sense of allure, drawing in curious viewers
in hopes of finding out what this illuminated
tube is really all about.
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GROUP 2

LIGHT AND COLOR
JENNA WEBER
DILA YAVASIR
ADAM BACA

The mission of the King Records Music Center
is to transform King Records into a musicbased community center that honors the
legacy of King Records for today and for future
generations. The future of King comes through
education and this space seeks to provide that
to the public. Our goal is to create a unique
King Records music community center that
brings people together into one place to share
ideas, learn, and grow together.
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We aim to create a unique experience within
our space that gives people something to talk
about. We want to bring people together in a
central space to create the meshing of cultures
that happened within King Records many years
ago. We want to be an asset to the community
and create a sense of acceptance and growth
- keeping the memory of King alive for years
to come.
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FLOORPLANS AND DIAGRAMS

RENDERINGS
DESCRIPTION
The focus of the interior is a crossaxis form that is occupied by the
exhibition and performance areas.
The intersection point of this
cross-axis is highlighted with a large
floating art fixture that plays with
light to create a meshing of colors
and patterns on the surface of the
floor. This represents the meshing
of ideas and cultures that happened
at King Records when it was a
recording studio. The cross-axis
form begins framing the rest of the
spaces as education, recording, and
performance fit around the shape.
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MISC. SPACES
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SECTIONS AND ELEVATIONS

EXTERIOR ELEVATIONS
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DESCRIPTION
The goal for the exterior of the building is to bring
the image and mission of King Records to the
face of the facility. Combining lines that reflect
a musical staff and images of the King Records
artists, there is no doubt to anyone driving down
I-71 that this is King Records.
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GROUP 3

Music of kings
ETHAN ALSPAUGH
VALERIE ERD
MADIE SUTTMAN
SARAH RENE GROCE
The King Records building was a place of
music innovation and rock & roll legends.
Through design we will achieve an inclusive
community and exhibition space, that
continues to celebrate music and the artists
who created it. Bridging the past to the
present, people can use the space to create,
perform, and learn.
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KING
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KING RECORDS EXTERIOR
The exterior of the building was redesigned to
preserve the orginal facade while still
incorprating modern additions to foreshadow
the interior of King Records and debut a renewed
gem to the community of Evanston.
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GROUP 4

QUEEN CITY SOUND
RYAN TODYS
AUDREY ACOMB
GRACIE BAIR
JACOB WATSON
“Queen City Sound” is a community hub
focused on engaging and advocating the
historical significance of King Records as an
inclusive opportunity for the arts, education,
recreation, and the celebration of music.
The look and feel of the building was heavily
influenced by 1950’s neon lighting which is
paired with dark and reflective surfaces to
guide guests through the space. In contrast to
the modern feel of the exhibition, the central
recording studios draw direct inspiration from
studios during the 1950’s and 1960’s.
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The overall program prioritizes exhibition and
recording as the main features of the space,
teaching audiences all about who King was
and its lasting effect on the music industry.
While the exhibition and its interactive areas
attract a wide audience, the building also
features a venue/multipurpose space and
classrooms for local community use.
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FLOORPLANS AND DIAGRAMS

Spatial alotment

EXTERIOR RENDERINGS AND PROGRAMMING
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The floor plan follows a radial grid orbiting the centralized recording studio. As guests
enter they are immediately immersed in the neon lights and the King Logo, then begin
their journey counter-clockwise around the gold-plated recording as they explore the
history of King Records, interactive instruments, record production, and the recording
process. The building also has a venue/multipurpose space, and the second floor
features practice rooms and classrooms for music education.
Neon Lights outline the existing features of the building, which created a bold and
eye-catching view from the highway, especially at night. The lights also connect to the
light strips on the floors and walls inside the building. On the west facade is a mural featuring some of King Record’s iconic artists, and on the South facade vis a mural featuring
prominent people and places from the Evanston community.
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GROUP 5

The track
TRENT WENKER
SARAH MOELLER
CHLOE GRIFFITH
JOSH DEJESUS
King’s Crown is a space that highlights the
never-ending impact that music, along with
the artists and contributors involved, had both
on the community and the world. Music has
defined us for decades, influencing individuals
during times of turmoil, as well as times of joy.
It is our hope that when interacting with this
space, that influence and power is seen.
King’s Crown establishes a community space
where individuals from far and wide can come
together to not only enjoy music, but take in
history as well as the company of others.
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RENDERINGS
DESCRIPTION
The exhibit drives the design
of our building. The track is the
distinguishing feature of our design,
where we tried to focus on the
people that made King and what
they produced while they were
there. The track is divided into
three categories: past, present, and
future. In the past section, our exhibit displays history of King, along
with artists and their work. In the
present section, you can peer into a
recording studio and a classroom to
see the impact King has on people
today and in the future section, we
have a changing exhibit where local
artists can display and sell their
work. The other half of our design
focuses on entertainment, where
musicians, weddings, and after
school programs can all take place.
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EXHIBITION
TOTAL

4531 SQ FT

PERFORMANCE
TOTAL

9990 SQ FT

CAFE/RETAIL
TOTAL

2745 SQ FT

EDUCATION
TOTAL

1310 SQ FT

RECORDING
TOTAL

750 SQ FT

TOTAL FOR PROGRAM
19326 SQ FT
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DESCRIPTION
The original King Records has an extremely
recognizable front facade among members of the
community. Our objective was to create an elemnet that brings a modern touch to this historic
facade, while also speaking the same language
of the existing building. We accomplished this
idea by implementing a steel vestibule, indicating where our entry is located, while keeping
the orthaganol nature of the existing facade.
Another important element we sought to achieve
was bringing King representation via a guitar
shaped marquee and a mural of some famous
King artists.
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The track
TRENT WENKER
SARAH MOELLER
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defined us for decades, influencing individuals
during times of turmoil, as well as times of joy.
It is our hope that when interacting with this
space, that influence and power is seen.
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DESCRIPTION
The exhibit drives the design
of our building. The track is the
distinguishing feature of our design,
where we tried to focus on the
people that made King and what
they produced while they were
there. The track is divided into
three categories: past, present, and
future. In the past section, our exhibit displays history of King, along
with artists and their work. In the
present section, you can peer into a
recording studio and a classroom to
see the impact King has on people
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have a changing exhibit where local
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DESCRIPTION
The original King Records has an extremely
recognizable front facade among members of the
community. Our objective was to create an elemnet that brings a modern touch to this historic
facade, while also speaking the same language
of the existing building. We accomplished this
idea by implementing a steel vestibule, indicating where our entry is located, while keeping
the orthaganol nature of the existing facade.
Another important element we sought to achieve
was bringing King representation via a guitar
shaped marquee and a mural of some famous
King artists.
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GROUP 6

JOURNEY
ELIZA EHLEN
COURTNEY SMITH
JAKE BAYER
RYAN MINNICH
Our mission for the revived King Records is
to provide an inclusive and accessible space
for the Evanston community that honors and
celebrates the legacy of the original building
and recording artists while looking ahead
to the future of music through educational
programs and performance experiences.
When considering how to connect the past to
the future experientially through the building,
we thought of how one would start with little
to no experience and become a star. This led
us to focus on three main spaces to create.
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First, an exhibition space, for the community
to learn about the history and impact of the
original King Records on the music industry
Second, educational spaces comprised of
practice rooms to begin your education through
lessons and classes and recording studios to
produce your own music. Third, a performance
venue for students to show off their talents
and bring the community together. Our
versatile design also allows for multi-functinal
spaces in the performance venue as well as
the exhibition space.
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FLOORPLANS AND DIAGRAMS

EXTERIOR PERSPECTIVES

SPACIAL ALLOTMENT
PERFORMANCE VENUE - 40%
MUSIC EDUCATION - 25%
EXHIBITION SPACE - 20%
RECORDING STUDIOS - 15%

SPACIAL ALLOTMENT
PERFORMANCE VENUE - 40%
MUSIC EDUCATION - 25%
EXHIBITION SPACE - 20%
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RECORDING STUDIOS - 15%

DESCRIPTION
Main Circulation Path

Student/Artist Space
Public Space

Student/ Artist Zone
Performance Space
Exhibition Zone
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Existing Elevation Changes

Our floor plan is set up to take you thorugh your
musial journey - entering into the exhintion
on the south west corner of the building, into
the spaces intended for students to learn and
produce thier own music, and around into the
performance venue which doubles as a cafe
during the day. To show the intended circulation
path, we created a lighting that not only resembles the grooves on a record, but guides the
users through each of the spaces, exploding in
the performance venue signifying coming “full
circle” and bringing the community together.
When considering the exterior, we wanted
the front facade to keep as much true to the
original building as possible. The only changes
were building out the wall where the current

loading dock is, adding paint, and closing up
some of the windows while adding windows
where the garage doors used to be. We added
large signage that would light up at night to be
able to draw attention from I-71. The mural is a
song title and lyric by Little Willie John that we
thought created a dialougue between the building and the community - where the community
fills the building up with love and no matter
where any student or community goes, they’ll
always have their love of King Records.
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GROUP 7

POP-UP
HANNAH TUCKER
KARLEE BRUNE
CRAWFORD ROGERS
EMILY SPRUNGER
King Records revitalization aims to connect the
community to Cincinnati’s rich history, putting
King Records back on the map – both in house,
and everywhere you listen to music.
We aim to create an impactful experience
through the idea of pop-up spaces. Throughout
the environment, patrons will experience
vignettes that take King Records through
time, creating a multifunctional ever-changing
environment.
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EXTERIOR RENDERINGS

SPATIAL PROGRAM
5000 sqft: Performance/bar
3500 sqft: Education
3400 sqft: Exhibition
2000 sqft: Live Recording
1500 sqft: Pop Up Shop
660 sqft: Patio
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TIMELINE GRAPHIC
The timeline graphic shows the journey
of users from “Where it all Began”
where users start at the reception desk,
and move throughout sensory activated
sound cones to the “now” which leads
users up to our Live Recording and
Radio station. Each stop along the way,
users will activate the light above that
will play sounds from that yer, including
music and voice recordings to educate
in an interactive way.
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ABOUT

SPATIAL PRIORITIES
Performance/bar
Education
Exhibition
Live Recording
Pop Up Shop
Patio

To create our multi-functional space, we honed in on the community aspect, creating spaces
for the different uses we hoped to achieve. We wanted to create impactful spaces with as light
a hand on the original building as possible. We do so through graphics and our tagline used
throughout, “Where it all began.” The pop-up shop is the jewel of the space. Not only is this an
area for local merchants to sell their goods but it is a space for people to obtain King merchandise
as well. While the pop-up is always changing, people can purchase King items from the record
shaped area at all times. The exhibition takes users through time starting “Where it all began”
to the “now” which leads right up to our live recording space and KING 94.3 radio station, which
broadcasts King music as well as what is happening in the space during performances to reach a
wider audience. The performance space operates as a cafe with table seating during the day, and
in the evenings, the tables clear for a standing room performance. The bar is also multi-functional,
serving coffee and pastries during the day, and drinks during performances. We also wanted this
to be a space for community meetings allowing catering and speakers to use the space. We also
wanted this community space to be home to the next generation of music, on the left of the plan
is our education wing, so that the future of music can see “Where it all begins.”
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KING’s REVIVAL
ALI GARCIA
CHRIS ANDERSON
CONNOR BUSSICK
PATTY SUE GIBBONEY
RICHARD LUONGO
How might we revive King Records to become
a space that grows alongside the generations
of creators and artists of the future? What
ultimately defines the legacy of King Records
are the artists themselves. The musicians
are who we still remember, the music they
made and the impact they left. We want the
space to be a tool for creatives and creators
of the future generations. The same spunk
and soul King left with their legacy we want
to revive and pass along to the generations of
tomorrow. We did this through an audacious
design of innovative uses of technology
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through screens and projections. As the music
industry is forever evolving, we gave King
Records a space that could evolve with it.
Our space is filled with digital murals, LED
screens, and projectable spaces that are able
to be programmed and changed dependent on
the desired use of the space. During the day,
an educational King’s History lesson could be
projected while, during the night, a promotion
for an artist could be shown. The options in
our space are as endless as what music can
transform into for the future.
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FLOORPLANS AND DIAGRAMS

INTERIOR RENDERINGS

OUR PROGRAM
RECORDING STUDIOS
CAFE/BAR & LOUNGE
PERFORMANCE
EDUCATION

01
VERSATILITY OF SPACE
The central path of our design directs the
user from the lobby, through our projected
exhibition tunnel, and into our
performance space. Our interpration of
performance was one of less tradition, and
more innovation. The performance venue
holds a circular stage in three movable
parts, both in horizontal direction and
vertical elevation. This allows for the
venue to have multiple uses for the
community and performers, as shown in
the diagrams to the right. The top shows
a daytime, educational use. The middle
shows a special event use for the
community. And, the bottom shows a
nighttime performance use
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OUR PRIORITIES
EXHIBITION
CAFE/BAR & LOUNGE
PERFORMANCE
EDUCATION
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FLOORPLANS

INTERIOR RENDERINGS
DESCRIPTION
As equally expressed in our
separation of interior renders, our
plan separates a guest experience
from the experience and use of the
community within our space. The
left two bays are our bar/cafe, lobby,
experience tunnel, and venue while
the right bay holds our classrooms,
practice rooms, recording studio,
and educational facilities. The line
between a guest experience and a
permanent resident of the
community begins to blur as the
adaptability of the technology in our
space allows for adaptable use and
programming.
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EXTERIOR RENDERINGS
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B

DESCRIPTION
Along with our interchanging interior elements,
we brought the same versatility to the exterior.
Our digital billboards are able to change day
to night. The billboard catches the attention of
guests off the highway. The entry has a reflecting
pool of King Record’s legendary albums and
recordings. This transitional experience allows
the user to reflect and prepare for the space they
are about to walk into.
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